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The uplift capacity of shallow buried anchor slabs 

La résistance à la traction de plaques d'ancrages enterrées à faible profondeur

DZ.SARAÔ, Professor, Civil Engineering Faculty, Sarajevo, Yugoslavia

SYNOPSIS: The method for the uplift capacity calculation is presented, for shallow anchor slabs 
pulled in the vertical direction. The comment and comparison for different theoretical solutions are 
given. The author's method is compared with experimental results for anchor slabs in sand, as well 
as with field test data for anchor footings in cohesive-frictional soil.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper considers shallow anchor slabs, with 
embedment ratio A =t/de<4, where uplifting zone 
starts with the anchor slab and ends on the sur
face of the semi-space. Spatial, axially-symme- 
trical problem is considered, with horizontal 
anchor slab, pulled in a vertical direction.
The uplift capacity for square slabs is approxima 
tely solved on the basis of solution for axially- 
symmetrical case.
A number of theoretical solutions are develo

ped for uplift capacity calculation, on the ba
sis of limit equilibrium theory (Balia 1961., 
Matsuo 1968, Podsiadlo 1969, Sarai 1971 and 197). 
with all of these approaches, pull-out force is 
determined from equilibrium conditions for the 
soil mass bordered by anchor slab, limit rupture 
surfaces and soil surface, but still high diffe
rences between uplift capacities obtained by 
various method occur.

2 THE AUTHOR’S CALCULATION METHOD

The main features of author's method were publi
shed previously (Sarafi 1971 and 1975). Retaining 
the same theoretical suppositions, method is mo
dified in this paper, as the uplift capacity is 
expressed by the uplift capacity factors Nu, 
instead of coefficients K^and Kc which were 

introduced previously. Expression with Nu factors 
is extensively used and offers good opportunity 
for comparison with other current methods and 
testing results. Besides, in this paper, the cal
culation data are extended for parameter regions 
A = 0-1 and = 0°-10°. It should be pointed that 
previous expression with K<f and Kc coefficients 
is not suitable for region of A < 1 as K<̂, and Kc 
tend to infinity when >. tends to zero.
The author's model tests performed with two 

kinds of dry quartz sand and with analogous mo
del Taylor-Schneebeli showed that the limit rup
ture line, both for plane and axially-symmetri- 
cal case, has the shape of a convex curve, whose 
tangent at the contact point with anchor slab is 
approximately vertical, while it crosses the 
soil surface at a statically correct angle of 
45 - cf/2. Such a conclusion is enhanced, to some 
extent, by some other experimental data (Balia 
1961, Matsuo 1968).

Fig.l Logarithmic spiral in general form as the 
rupture line

A logarithmic spiral in the general form provi
des for solid possibilities to meet the shape of 
the rupture lines which have been determined 
experimentally, as it is posible to accept indepe
ndently tangent angles at points A and B, as well 
as the distance 1. (Fig. 1).

If angles at points A and B are fixed, the 
distance 1 depends on spiral parameter ft. Based 
on the results of experimental research, for 
anchor foundations having a circular, horizontal 
slab, whith embedment ratio A < 4, ae the outer 
rupture line, the logarithmic spiral is adopted 
for which l=t tg<f . Variation of angle (2> with the 
angle of internal friction Cf for this case is 
given in Fig.l. In the case thatcf=0, 1=0,
(J —  180° and the logarithmic spiral is transfor
med almost to a vertical line.

Experimental evidences prove that the adopted 
logarithmic spiral approximates properly real
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Fig.2. Variation of uplift capacity factor 
Nj(U with A and^f

rupture line (SaraC 1971 and 1975).
Stresses on rupture line are determined on the 

basis of V.G.Berezancev's theory of complete 
limit equilibrium for the axially-symmetrical 
problem (Berezancev, 1952), by means of differen
tial equation:

where

« M r / « - * - *  (2)

The integration of the equation (1) can not be 
performed in a closed form and therefore the 
method of finite differences is applied. The ver
tical components of the resultant forces on sheat 
of the uplift body are determined by numerical 
integration of and TT stresses, separately the 
part which is gaind if the medium is cohesionless 
( = 1, c = 0) and the difference for unit cohe
sion ( ¡f = 0, c = 1) .
The uplift capacity pu per unit area of the 

slab, may be expressed in the form:

“Pu - Pu ̂  + Puc - jj1 -1 N + C Wcu

Dimensionaless uplift capacity factors Nju and 
Ncu are functions of the angle of internal fric
tion of the soil 4* and embedment ratio A = t/de. 
Calculations of NfrU and Ncu are performed for 
9-0,10°, 20°, 30 , 40°, and 50° as well as for 
fifteen values of A  , between 0 and 4. Variations

Fig.3. Variation of uplift capacity factor Ncu 
with A and if

of Nju and Ncu with A and <p are shown in Figs 2 
and 3.

Given solution fulfills the boundary conditio
ns: Njiu = 1, for 9  = 0 and for À — 0 , as well as 
Ncu = 0 for A. —•- 0. For (p = 0 the factor Ncu 
assumes the value which corresponds to full 
cohesion developed on the cylindrical surface 
with the anchor slab as a base. For square slabs 
the uplift capacity may be approximately calcula
ted for equivalent circular slab with diameter 
de (see Fig.2).

3 THE UPLIFT CAPACITY OF ANCHOR SLABS IN SAND

For the purposes of comparison of different 
theoretical solutions, for circular slabs and 
cohesionless soils, diagrams of factor N|jU (<f>) 
are produced for embedment ratio A = 3 in Fig.4, 
while for other values of A the relations are 
similar.
The author's (1971) and Podsiadlo's (1969) so

lutions are based on stress analysis for an 
axially-symmetrical case, while Balia (1961) and 
Matsuo (1968) determined the stresses for condi
tions of a plane problem. The Balia method does 
not fulfill the boundary condition Nj-u = 1 for 
tP= 0 and gives very high uplift capacities within 
the region of smaller angles of internal fricti
on. This can be explained by the fact that cir
cular rupture line, which was adopted by Balia, 
gives relatively wide uplift zones for small 
angles of internal friction, as well as by the 
fact that frn stresses on rupture line were disre
garded in calculation. Matsuo's method, with rup
ture line composed of logarithmic spiral and 
straight line, also does not fulfill the condi
tion Nj,u = 1 for 9 = 0 ,  but in this case the di
vergence is smaller. Both, Podsiadlo's and aut
hor's method fulfill before mentioned condition
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Fig.4. Comparison of various calculation methods 
for A = 3

and for smaller angles of internal friction give 
similar results. However, Podsiadlo's method, 
with increase of the angle of internal friction 
above 30°, gives a very slightly expressed incre
ase of the uplift capacity, what seems to be con
sequence of unrealistic shape of adopted rupture 
surface, in the form of fictitious vertical cyli
ndrical wall above the slab.

High differences between various methods can 
be attributed to different shapes of accepted 
failure surfaces, as well as to different appro
ach to stress determination. With proper appro
ximation of the limit rupture line by logarith
mic spiral and using stress analysis for axially- 
-symmetrical case, the author's method offers 
good possibilities for prediction of uplift ca
pacity.
The author's method is compared with own model 

tests in two kinds of sand and with model tests 
performed by Szaraniec (1970) and Krebs Ovesen 
(1981), as well as by field tests reported by 
Matsuo (1968). In this manner, various sands are 
involved, with angles of internal friction from 
29,5° to 48°, whilst anchor slabs are of circu
lar and square shape, with embedment ratio from 
0,35 to 4,0. The results of comparison are given 
in Figs. 5 and 6.
For 74 tests which were analysed, with wide 

variety of parameters, only in a few cases the 
difference between proposed method and experi
mental results exceeds 20% (Fig.6). Besides,
Fig.5 showes that the variation of uplift capa
city of anchor slabs in sand with A and i f is pro
perly predicted by author's method. The diver
gence of the experimental data in Fig.5 indica
tes that higher differences between experimental 
and theoretical results, often can be attributed 
to random experimental errors.

4 THE UPLIFT CAPACITY OF ANCHOR FOOTINGS IN 
COHESIVE - FRICTIONAL SOIL

For cohesive-frictional soil the uplift capacity 
has been checked by 17 field tests, on prototype
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Fig.6 . Comparison of experimental i n£ u ) and 
theoretical (n£u) uplift capacity factors

footings of transmission towers, at five diffe
rent locations. At all locations the soils were 
unsaturated clays of low plasticity, except for 
the location RE where ground water level was at 
the soil surface. Dimensions of footings, as 
well as effective shear strength parameters with 
unit weight of soil, are given in Fig.7. Parallel 
short-term and long-term tests were performed in 
order to investigate the influence of load dura
tion on uplift capacity, as a considerable part 
of uplifting force on tower foundation can be of
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B - WIDTH OF SQUARE SLAB 
d - DIAMETER OF CIRCULAR SLAB 
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Fig.7. Results of field tests in cohesive- 
frictional soil

transient nature.
The comparison of experimental results and 

theoretical uplift capacity indicates that the 
theoretical value over estimates real uplift ca
pacity, particularly in the case of long-term 
loads. This can be attributed to the fact that 
the cohesion mobilized with uplift loads, in 
domains with tensile stresses, is considerably 
lower than the value from common laboratory 
tests. For long-term loads, the influence of 
creep on the development of tensile strains and 
on the reduction of strength of soil, is very 
expressed. On the basis of performed tests, for 
shallow anchor footings with À < 2, the reduc
tion of c-term for 50% may be suggested for 
short - term loads, while for long-term loads, 
c-term may conservatively be disregarded. It 
should be noted that these results are in agre
ement, in a manner, with the previous conclu
sions of Meyerhof and Adams (1973), where the 
reduction of theoretical uplift capacity in 
clays was also stated, and explained by prematu
re tensile failure of the clay and by the creep 
effects. The theoretical pull-out forces Pt in 
Fig.7, calculated with before suggested reduc
tions, indicate statisfactory correspondence 
with experimental values Pe.

The uplift capacity of anchor slabs in the 
cohesive-frictional soil, as a very complex pro
blem, requires further experimental investiga
tion.

lue of c - term to 50% for short-term loads, 
while for long-term loads c- term may conserva
tively be disregerded.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The method for uplift capacity calculation is 
presented for shallow anchor slabs, pulled in 
the vertical direction. The theoretical results 
are given as the charts for factors Nu=Numi,X), 
which can be used in hand calculations.

For anchor slabs in sand, the comparison of 
theoretical and experimental results indicates 
very good agreement and confirms that the varia
tion of uplift capacity with A and is properly 
predicted by the author’s method. Field tests, 
with prototype footings in a cohesive-frictio
nal soil, indicate reduction of theoretical va-
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